
UNEXPECTED TALES  
For Chamber Ensemble 

 
This suite was commissioned by “DominantSEVEN” and was written with the particular character and make-up of the group in mind. Their 
previous performances that I have seen have all been such great fun that I wanted to conceive a more theatrical type of work; also one that would 
have an appeal to audiences of all ages. 
 
I also wanted it to fit in with the other works in their programme and to allude to one of those other works - Nigel Westlake’s “Tall Tales”. 
 
The suite consists of five short movements based on Fairy Tales in a sort of “what if” scenario. Jack & the Giant is a character study (somebody 
obviously needs anger management), then - what if Sleeping Beauty dreams?  maybe she dreams of waking-up? – A pair of witches get dressed-
up and go off to the ball to meet Prince Charming? (we hear them laugh & cackle at the end) – Rapunzel tires of waiting to be rescued and visits 
a hairdresser! (it seems she likes to waltz also) in this movement we hear the “snip, snip” of the scissors. Lastly, Mr. Toad (while speeding along 
in his newly acquired motor car) escapes the long arm of the law by taking a detour along the Yellow-Brick road? (I was interested to read in the 
newspaper the other day that, in a few years time, the Cane Toad will be on Sydney’s doorstep!) Maybe we’ll all have to escape the so called 
“Emerald City” along the Yellow-Brick road? 
 
My thanks to Tim Wickham & Harold Gretton for their patience and enthusiasm. 
 

Richard Charlton 
29th March 2007 

No. 1 Jack & the Giant 
No. 2 Sleeping Beauty dreams of waking 
No. 3 The Witches go to the Ball? 
No. 4 Rapunzel visits the Hairdresser 
No. 5 Toad escapes down the Yellow Brick Road! 

 
INSTRUMENTATION:- Violin; Clarinet; (doubling bass clarinet) two Guitars; Piano; Double Bass & Percussion (1 player) 

 
Percussion needed - Marimba, Vibraphone, Glockenspiel, Drum Kit, Temple Blocks, Triangle, Bell Tree, Suspended Cymbal, Police Whistle, Scissors*. 

* Some big Scissors with a good snipping sound so they can be seen (and heard) when held up to play. 
Note - Guitar 2 also needs a 20c coin with good “ridges” to scrape along the fingerboard to imitate a Witch’s laugh! 


